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( 57 ) ABSTRACT 

A flexible , thermal - isolating tube includes a first fluid flow 
channel portion having a dual - walled configuration , a sec 
ond fluid flow channel portion having a dual - walled con 
figuration , and a bellows disposed between and coupled to 
each of the first and second fluid flow channel portions . The 
flexible , thermal - isolating tube , including each of the first 
and second fluid flow channel portions , and the bellows , is 
configured as a unitary structure . The flexible , thermal 
isolating tube is manufactured using an additive manufac 
turing process . The flexible , thermal - isolating tube dis 
posed within a gas turbine engine . 
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FLEXIBLE , THERMAL - ISOLATING , BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
DUAL - WALLED TUBE WITH BELLOWS 
AND METHOD FOR MANUFACTURE The present disclosure will hereinafter be described in 

THEREOF conjunction with the following drawing figures , wherein like 
5 numerals denote like elements , and wherein : 

TECHNICAL FIELD FIG . 1 is a simplified schematic illustration of a gas 
turbine engine ; 

The present disclosure generally relates to gas turbine FIG . 2 is an isometric view of an exemplary flexible , 
engines , and more particularly relates to flexible , thermal thermal - isolating , dual - walled tube with bellows 100 , 
isolating , dual - walled tubes with bellows for use gas turbine 10 according to an exemplary embodiment ; 
engines , and methods of manufacturing such tubes particu FIGS . 3A - B , 4A - B , 5A - B , 6A - B , and 7A - B , respectively 
larly using additive manufacturing processes . ( with the A - view being isometric and the B - view being 

cross - sectional ) , illustrate specific features of individual 
BACKGROUND tube embodiments of the present disclosure , in particular 

15 with regard to the integration of the bellows into the dual 
walled configuration ; and Gas turbine engines may employ a variety of tubing FIG . 8 is a schematic view of an exemplary direct metal assemblies . In one example , compressor air is often bled laser fusion ( DMLF ) system for manufacturing the exem from the main core flow and routed through air transfer tubes plary tubes according to an embodiment . to buffer sump cavities or to provide critical turbine airfoil 

cooling or turbine disk cavity purging . In another example , DETAILED DESCRIPTION 
tubes are used in connection with bearing sumps to supply 
oil to the bearing sump , to drain spent oil from the bearing The following detailed description is merely exemplary in 
sump , to pressurize the bearing sump with air , and to vent air nature and is not intended to limit the disclosure or the 
from the bearing sump . Other exemplary tube uses in gas 25 application and uses of the disclosure . As used herein , the 
turbine engines are widely known to those of ordinary skill word " exemplary ” means “ serving as an example , instance , 
in the art . or illustration . ” Thus , any embodiment described herein as 

Tubes used in gas turbine engines in the past may suffer " exemplary ” is not necessarily to be construed as preferred 
from various shortcomings . In the example of a tube carry or advantageous over other embodiments . All embodiments 
ing air , the routing of the air requires that the inlets and exits 30 described herein are exemplary embodiments provided to 
of the transfer tubes be capable of significant relative motion enable persons skilled in the art to make or use the disclosure 
( due to thermal expansion , vibration , or mechanical loads and not to limit the scope of the invention which is defined 
for example ) which adds complexity to the design since by the claims . Furthermore , there is no intention to be bound 
multiple O - ring seals , piston seals , gasket seals , and asso by any expressed or implied theory presented in the preced 
ciated mating bosses are required . In the example of a tube 35 ing technical field , background , brief summary , or the fol 
carrying oil , coke may form in the tubes due to muting the lowing detailed description . 
tubes through hot airfoils . Moreover , for any tube imple Various embodiments are directed to flexible , thermal 
mented in a gas turbine engine , stresses often concentrate at isolating , dual - walled tubes with bellow for use gas turbine 
the junction of the thin walled tubes and the welded / brazed engines , and methods of manufacturing such tubes particu 
thick bosses or bends , which can result in thermomechanical 40 larly using additive manufacturing processes . The flexible , 
fatigue failure at the stress concentrations in the assembly at thermal - isolating , dual - walled tubes , and assemblies 
the weak weld / braze joints and interfaces . thereof , allow adequate thermal growth and stress compli 

Accordingly , it is desirable to provide gas turbine engine ance during transient and steady state operating conditions . 
service tubes and assemblies thereof that overcome one or The terms “ compliant , " " compliance , ” and “ flexible ” as 
more of the foregoing shortcomings . Furthermore , other 45 used herein refer to the ability of the tube to absorb and 
desirable features and characteristics of the present disclo attenuate relative motions to eliminate concentrated stress , 
sure according to exemplary embodiments will become thereby minimizing the negative effects of thermo - mechani 
apparent from the subsequent detailed description and the cal fatigue ( TMF ) during gas turbine engine operation . The 
appended claims , taken in conjunction with the accompa flexible , thermal - isolating , dual - walled tubes comprise a 
nying drawings and the preceding background . 50 unitary structure . As used herein , the term “ unitary ” means 

a one - piece configuration such that the unitary structure 
BRIEF SUMMARY excludes brazing , fasteners , or the like for maintaining parts 

in a fixed relationship as a single unit . The term “ thermal 
In one exemplary embodiments , disclosed herein is a isolating ” refers to substantial thermal isolation between a 

flexible , thermal - isolating tube , including a first fluid flow 55 fluid adapted to flow within an inner tubular member of the 
channel portion having a dual - walled configuration , a sec tube and a medium externally adjacent to the tube . As a 
ond fluid flow channel portion having a dual - walled con result of the tube being “ thermal isolating , ” heat loads and 
figuration , and a bellows disposed between and coupled to coking of the thermal - isolating tube are reduced , resulting in 
each of the first and second fluid flow channel portions . The reduced bearing and engine maintenance , increased bearing 
flexible , thermal - isolating tube , including each of the first 60 and engine life , reduced heat rejection requirements , and 
and second fluid flow channel portions , and the bellows , is reduced engine overhaul and removals . In addition , the tubes 
configured as a unitary structure . for gas turbine engines in accordance with exemplary 

In variations of this embodiment , the flexible , thermal embodiments are more easily routed within the stationary 
isolating tube is manufactured using an additive manufac structural frame of the gas turbine engine . 
turing process . In further variations of this embodiment , the 65 FIG . 1 is a simplified schematic illustration of a gas 
flexible , thermal - isolating tube is disposed within a gas turbine engine 12 including a compressor 16 , a combustor 
turbine engine . 18 , and a turbine 20. The compressor 16 , combustor 18 , and 
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turbine 20 are in flow communication . Compressor 16 and concentric circular cross - sectional shapes to non - circular , 
turbine 20 are coupled by a shaft 22. Shaft 22 rotates about eccentric cross - sectional shapes . 
an axis of symmetry , which is the centerline of the shaft 22 . As a further general feature , the exemplary flexible , 
In operation , air 15 flows through the compressor 16 and thermal - isolating , dual - walled tube with bellows 100 , in 
compressed inlet air 80 is supplied from compressor 16 to 5 some embodiments , may include a unitary structure having 
combustor 18 and is then mixed with fuel 17 provided by a cylindrical end portion 116 configured for connection with 
fuel nozzles ( not shown ) and ignited within the combustor a common fitting such as a coupling member ( not shown ) . 
18 to produce hot combustion gases 19. The hot combustion Furthermore , the tube 100 may include a unitary structure 

having an end portion terminating in a mounting flange 118 . gases 19 drive turbine 20. Intermediate pressure cooling air 
76 flows from the compressor 16 to the turbine 20 through 10 The tube 100 may be configured to be attached to a mount 
a cooling circuit 40 to cool the turbine components . It is to ing surface by the mounting flange . The tube 100 may 

terminate in any combination of cylindrical end portions be understood that only one compressor and one turbine are 
shown for ease of illustration , but multiple compressors and and / or mounting flanges . Other end portion shapes / configu 

ration may alternatively be employed in order to couple the turbines may be present in the gas turbine engine . As 15 tube 100 with an appropriate attachment point . initially noted above , the flexible , thermal - isolating , dual As a further general feature , the exemplary flexible , walled tubes of the present disclosure may be implemented thermal - isolating , dual - walled tube with bellows 100 , in 
generally as any tubing application of a gas turbine engine , some embodiments , may include a first fluid flow channel 
such as , but not limited to , compressor bleed air transfer and portion 184 , a second fluid flow channel portion 186 , and a 
bearing oil transfer . 20 bellows portion 188 disposed between the first fluid flow 

FIG . 2 is an isometric view of an exemplary flexible , channel portion 184 and the second fluid flow channel 
thermal - isolating , dual - walled tube with bellows 100 , portion 186. Curved configurations may generally be present 
according to an exemplary embodiment , which is provided in either or both portions 184 , 186 , or both portions 184 , 186 
initially to illustrate certain general features thereof . For may each be substantially straight . Portions 184 , 186 may 
instance , the thermal - isolating feature of the tube 100 may 25 each individually terminate in any manner , such as cylin 
derive , at least in part , from its dual - walled construction . In drical end portion 116 , mounting flange 118 , or other ter 
this regard , tube 100 includes a plurality of tubular members minus . Portions 184 , 186 may each individually include any 
disposed around each other . Each of the tubular members is combination of cross - sectional shapes and / or sizes . The 
hollow . The plurality of tubular members may be substan bellows portion 188 may have convolutes 187 in a variety of 
tially concentric , partially eccentric , fully eccentric , or com- 30 shapes , such as rounded , squared , cotter - pin shaped , and 
binations thereof . The plurality of tubular members includes square / rectangular , among others . Any number of convo 
an inner tubular member 102 defining a fluid passage and an lutes may be present , in an embodiment . Any or multiple 
outer tubular member 104 disposed about the inner tubular curvature angles of convolutes may be present , in an 
member 102. The inner tubular member 102 has an inner embodiment . Any or multiple convolute pitches may be 
tubular member wall 106 and the outer tubular member 104 35 present , in an embodiment . Any or multiple wall thicknesses 
has an outer tubular member wall 108. A spacing volume is may be present , in an embodiment . Further , in some embodi 
defined between the inner tubular member wall 106 and the ments , additional fluid flow channel portions may be present 
adjacent outer tubular member wall 108. While the exem between which may be disposed additional bellows . 
plary illustrated tube 100 of FIG . 2 has only two tubular FIGS . 3A - B , 4A - B , 5A - B , 6A - B , and 7A - B illustrate 
members ( the inner tubular member 102 and the outer 40 specific features of individual embodiments of the present 
tubular member 104 ) , it is to be understood that the tube 100 disclosure , in particular with regard to the integration of the 
may have more than two tubular members . bellows 188 into the dual - walled configuration ( 102/104 ) . 
As a further general feature , the exemplary flexible , That being said , in each illustration , although the first and 

thermal - isolating , dual - walled tube with bellows 100 , in second fluid flow channel portions 184 , 186 are illustrated as 
some embodiments , may include a unitary structure having 45 straight , cylindrical , and concentric for ease of illustration , 
at least one portion with a curved configuration , a non variations of the illustrated embodiments may include any 
circular cross - sectional shape , or both ( or neither ) . The inner configuration of portions 184 , 186 as described above . 
tubular member 102 may have a cross - sectional shape that Moreover , in each illustration , although portions 184 , 186 
is the same as the cross - sectional shape of the outer tubular terminate with cylindrical end portions 116 for ease of 
member 104. In other embodiments , the cross - sectional 50 illustration , variations of the illustrated embodiments may 
shape of the inner tubular member 102 may be different from include any end portion / flange as described above . Still 
the cross - sectional shape of the outer tubular member 104 . further , in each illustration , although bellows 188 is shown 
The cross - sectional shape of the outer tubular members may with a single curvature , pitch , length , thickness , and width , 
be the different or the same from each other . The curved variations of the illustrated embodiments may include any 
configuration may include a uniform curved configuration or 55 configuration of bellows as described above . As will be 
a non - uniform curved configuration . For example , as gen described in greater detail below , additive manufacturing 
erally indicated at 103 , tube 100 have a non - uniform curved techniques may be used to manufacture any of the tubes 100 
configuration , that is , the tube 100 may curve in a number of shown in these figures . Accordingly , the tubes 100 may be 
directions . The non - circular cross - sectional shape may be configured with one or more external holes 195 for powder 
any cross - sectional shape , such as circular , arcuate , or any 60 removal purposes . 
other cross - sectional shape that is not circular . The tube 100 Turning first to FIGS . 3A - B , in accordance with one 
may have a portion with a non - circular cross - sectional shape embodiment is illustrated an exemplary flexible , thermal 
and an adjacent portion with a circular cross - sectional shape . isolating tube 100-3 . As shown , the dual - walled configura 
Alternatively , the tube 100 may have a portion with the tion ( 102/104 ) is contained entirely within the respective 
non - circular cross - sectional shape and an adjacent portion 65 fluid flow channel portions 184 , 186. Stated alternatively , the 
with a different non - circular cross - sectional shape . The tube dual - walled configuration ( 102/104 ) ends that the respective 
100 may change cross - sectional shape from substantially end portions 116 , and at each end of the bellows 188. The 
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inner tubular member 102 merges smoothly into the bellows 102/104 of channel portion 184 and the inner / outer tubular 
188 wall at its connection point to each portion 184 , 186 , and member s 102/104 of channel portion 186. Thus , the inner 
the outer tubular member 104 merges smoothly into the tubular member 102 maintains a substantially constant 
inner tubular member 102 prior to the bellows 188. The diameter along its length within each of the channel portions 
respective end portions 116 flare radially outwardly from the 5 184 , 186 and the bellows 188. Further , in some embodi 
outer tubular member 104 at each respective channel portion ments , the inner tubular member 102 may extend a distance 
184 , 186 . 194 passed the cylindrical end portion 116 of channel 

Turning next to FIGS . 4A - B , in accordance with one portion 184. Also , the need for powder removal holes 195 
embodiment is illustrated an exemplary flexible , thermal may be removed in this embodiment . 
isolating tube 100-4 . As shown , tube 100-4 differs from tube 10 It will be appreciated that the presently described tubes 
100-3 in that the dual - walled configuration is extended such 100 would be expensive or impossible to manufacture using 
that the bellows 188 is circumferentially surrounded by a conventional manufacturing techniques . As such , designs in 
heat shield member 192 , which may be generally cylindrical accordance with the present disclosure are not known in the 
in configuration . At channel portion 186 , as opposed to the prior art . However , the present inventors have discovered 
outer tubular member 104 merging into the inner tubular 15 that using additive manufacturing techniques , or other 
member 102 as in tube 100-3 , the outer tubular member 104 recently developed manufacturing techniques , designs in 
of tube 100-4 instead diverges radially outwardly so as to accordance with the present disclosure can be manufactured 
surround the convolutes 187 of the bellows 188 without at a significantly reduced cost as compared to traditional 
actually touching any of the convolutes 187. Reaching the manufacturing techniques . Additive manufacturing tech 
end of the bellows 188 at the channel portion 184 , the heat 20 niques include , for example , direct metal laser sintering 
shield member 192 may terminate by merging into the outer ( DMLS a form of direct metal laser fusion ( DMLF ) ) with 
tubular member 104 of channel portion 184 , either smoothly nickel base super - alloys , low density titanium , and alumi 
or otherwise . num alloys . DMLS is discussed in greater detail below . 

Turning next to FIGS . 5A - B , in accordance with one Another technique includes electron beam melting ( EBM ) 
embodiment is illustrated an exemplary flexible , thermal- 25 with titanium , titanium aluminide , and nickel base super 
isolating tube 100-5 . As shown , tube 100-5 differs from tube alloy materials . Still further , casting or metal injection 
100-3 in that the dual - walled configuration is extended such molding ( MIM ) may be employed . 
that there are two concentric bellows 188-1 , 188-2 , with The exemplary flexible , thermal - isolating , dual - walled 
outer bellows 188-2 circumferentially surrounding inner tubes with bellows 100 may be manufactured using additive 
bellows 188-1 . At channel portion 186 , as opposed to the 30 manufacturing techniques . Additive manufacturing tech 
outer tubular member 104 merging into the inner tubular niques may begin with providing a model , such as a design 
member 102 as in tube 100-3 , the outer tubular member 104 model , of the tube 100. The model may be defined in any 
of tube 100-4 instead diverges radially outwardly so as suitable manner . For example , the model may be designed 
form outer bellows 188-2 and surround the convolutes 187 with computer aided design ( CAD ) software and may 
of the inner bellows 188-1 without actually touching any of 35 include three - dimensional ( “ 3D ” ) numeric coordinates of 
the convolutes 187 of inner bellows 188-1 . Reaching the end the entire configuration of the tubes including both external 
of the inner bellows 188-1 at the channel portion 184 , the and internal surfaces . In one exemplary embodiment , the 
outer bellows 188-2 may terminate by smoothly merging model may include a number of successive two - dimensional 
into the outer tubular member 104 of channel portion 184 . ( “ 2D ” ) cross - sectional slices that together form the 3D 

Turning next to FIGS . 6A - B , in accordance with one 40 component . 
embodiment is illustrated an exemplary flexible , thermal The tube 100 is formed according to the model , using a 
isolating tube 100-6 . As shown , tube 100-6 differs from tube rapid prototyping or additive layer manufacturing process . 
100-3 in that it is the outer tubular member 104 , not the inner Some examples of additive layer manufacturing processes 
tubular member 102 , that merges smoothly into the bellows include : micro - pen deposition in which liquid media is 
188. Instead , the inner tubular member 102-2 of the channel 45 dispensed with precision at the pen tip and then cured ; 
portion 186 extends straight within the bellows 188 such that selective laser sintering in which a laser is used to sinter a 
the bellows 188 circumferentially surrounds the bellows 188 powder media in precisely controlled locations ; laser wire 
without touching it , and the inner tubular member 102-1 of deposition in which a wire feedstock is melted by a laser and 
the channel portion 184 extends straight within both the then deposited and solidified in precise locations to build the 
inner tubular member 102-2 and the bellows 188. As such , 50 product ; electron beam melting ; laser engineered net shap 
the radial spacing between the inner tubular member 102-2 ing ; and direct metal deposition . In general , additive manu 
and the outer tubular member 104 at channel portion 186 is facturing techniques provide flexibility in free - form fabri 
less than the radial spacing between the inner tubular cation with few or no geometric constraints , fast material 
member 102-1 and the outer tubular member 104 at channel processing time , and innovative joining techniques . In one 
portion 184. There is some overlap 193 between inner 55 particular exemplary embodiment , direct metal laser fusion 
tubular members 102-1 , 102-2 within the bellows 188 to ( DMLF ) may be used to produce the multi - walled unitary 
ensure smooth fluid flow therein . As such , overlap 193 forms tube . DMLF is a commercially available laser - based rapid 
a “ slip fit ” between the respective inner tubular members prototyping and tooling process by which complex parts 
102-1 , 102-2 . may be directly produced by precision melting and solidi 

Still further , turning to FIGS . 7A - B , in accordance with 60 fication of metal powder into successive layers of larger 
one embodiment is illustrated an exemplary flexible , ther structures , each layer corresponding to a cross - sectional 
mal - isolating tube 100-7 . As shown , tube 100-7 differs from layer of the 3D component . DMLF may include direct metal 
tube 100-6 in that the inner tubular member 102 continues laser sintering ( DMLS ) , as previously noted . 
straight through both channel portions 184 , 186 , and bellows FIG . 8 is a schematic view of an exemplary DMLF system 
188 , without any slip fit . That is , inner tubular member 102 65 200 for manufacturing the tube 100 ( for example as exem 
is itself an integral structure . As such , there is no difference plified in FIGS . 3A - 7B ) in accordance with an exemplary 
in radial spacing between the inner / outer tubular members embodiment . The system 200 includes a fabrication device 
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210 , a powder delivery device 230 , a scanner 240 , and a When the tube 100 is complete , it is removed from the 
laser 260 that function to manufacture the article 250 ( e.g. , additive manufacturing system ( e.g. , from the DMLF system 
the tube 100 ) with build material 270. The fabrication device 200 ) . The completed tube 100 may undergo finishing treat 
210 includes a build container 212 with a fabrication support ments . Finishing treatments may include , for example , 
214 on which the article 250 is formed and supported . The 5 aging , annealing , quenching , peening , polishing , hot iso 
fabrication support 214 is movable within the build con static pressing ( HIP ) , or coatings . For example , during a HIP 
tainer 212 in a vertical direction and is adjusted in such a process , an encapsulation layer is applied to the article and 
way to define a working plane 216. The delivery device 230 pressure and heat are applied to remove or reduce any 
includes a powder chamber 232 with a delivery support 234 porosity and cracks internal to or on the surface of the 
that supports the build material 270 and is also movable in 10 component , as described in U.S. patent application Ser . No. 
the vertical direction . The delivery device 230 further 12 / 820,652 , titled “ METHODS FOR MANUFACTURING 
includes a roller or wiper 236 that transfers build material TURBINE COMPONENTS , ” filed Jun . 22 , 2010 , and pub 
270 from the delivery device 230 to the fabrication device lished as United States Patent Application Publication No. 
210 . 2011/0311389 , on Dec. 22 , 2011 , the contents of which are 

During operation , a base block 244 may be installed on 15 herein incorporated by reference in their entirety . The encap 
the fabrication support 214. The fabrication support 214 is sulation layer functions to effectively convert any surface 
lowered and the delivery support 234 is raised . The roller or porosity and cracks into internal porosity and cracks , and 
wiper 236 scrapes or otherwise pushes a portion of the build after the application of pressure and heat , removes or 
material 270 from the delivery device 230 to form the reduces the porosity and cracks . Such encapsulation layers 
working plane 216 in the fabrication device 210. The laser 20 may be subsequently removed or maintained to function as 
260 emits a laser beam 262 , which is directed by the scanner an oxidation protection layer . 
240 onto the build material 270 in the working plane 216 to If necessary , the tube 100 may be machined to final 
selectively fuse the build material 270 into a cross - sectional specifications . At this point , the as referred to herein regard 
layer of the article 250 according to the design . More ing additive manufacturing techniques corresponds with the 
specifically , the speed , position , and other operating param- 25 finished tube 100 shown in the figures . In further steps ( not 
eters of the laser beam 262 are controlled to selectively fuse shown ) , the tube 100 may be tested and installed in a gas 
the powder of the build material 270 into larger structures by turbine engine , such as shown in FIG . 1. While tube 100 has 
rapidly melting the powder particles that may melt or diffuse been described for use in a gas turbine engine , it is to be 
into the solid structure below , and subsequently , cool and understood that the tube 100 according to exemplary 
re - solidify . As such , based on the control of the laser beam 30 embodiments may be used with systems in other than gas 
262 , each layer of build material 270 may include unfused turbine engines when thermal isolation / improved compli 
and fused build material 270 that respectively corresponds to ance is desired between fluid adapted to flow in the inner 
the cross - sectional passages and walls that form the article tubular member and the medium externally adjacent to the 
250. In general , the laser beam 262 is relatively low power tube 100 and / or external structure and / or when there are tube 
to selectively fuse the individual layer of build material 270. 35 routing / installation challenges . 
As an example , the laser beam 262 may have a power of While at least one exemplary embodiment has been 
approximately 50 to 500 Watts , although any suitable power presented in the foregoing detailed description , it should be 
may be provided . appreciated that a vast number of variations exist . It should 
Upon completion of each layer , the fabrication support also be appreciated that the exemplary embodiment or 

214 is lowered and the delivery support 234 is raised . 40 exemplary embodiments are only examples , and are not 
Typically , the fabrication support 214 , and thus the article intended to limit the scope , applicability , or configuration of 
250 , does not move in a horizontal plane during this step . the invention in any way . Rather , the foregoing detailed 
The roller or wiper 236 again pushes a portion of the build description will provide those skilled in the art with a 
material 270 from the delivery device 230 to form an convenient road map for implementing an exemplary 
additional layer of build material 270 on the working plane 45 embodiment of the invention . It being understood that 
216 of the fabrication device 210. The laser beam 262 is various changes may be made in the function and arrange 
movably supported relative to the article 250 and is again ment of elements described in an exemplary embodiment 
controlled to selectively form another cross - sectional layer . without departing from the scope of the invention as set forth 
As such , the article 250 is positioned in a bed of build in the appended claims . 
material 270 as the successive layers are formed such that 50 What is claimed is : 
the unfused and fused material supports subsequent layers . 1. A flexible , thermal - isolating tube , comprising : 
This process is continued according to the modeled design a first fluid flow channel portion having a dual - walled 
as successive cross - sectional layers are formed into the configuration ; 
completed tube 100 . a second fluid flow channel portion having a dual - walled 
As a general matter , the build material 270 may be formed 55 configuration , and 

by any suitable powder , including powdered metals , such as a bellows disposed between and adjacent to each of the 
a stainless steel powder , and alloys and super alloy materi first and second fluid flow channel portions , 
als , such as nickel - based or cobalt super - alloys . In one wherein the flexible , thermal - isolating tube , including 
exemplary embodiment , the build material 270 is a high each of the first and second fluid flow channel portions , 
temperature nickel base super alloy such as IN718 . In other 60 and the bellows , is configured as a unitary metallic 
embodiments , MAR - M - 247 , IN738 , titanium , aluminum , structure comprising a one - piece configuration such 
titanium - aluminide , or other suitable alloys may be that the unitary structure excludes brazing , fasteners , or 
employed . In general , the powder build material 270 may be fastening means for maintaining parts in a fixed rela 
selected for enhanced strength , durability , and useful life , tionship as a single unit , 
particularly at high temperatures , although as described 65 wherein the bellows forms a section of a single - walled 
below , the powder build material 270 may also be selected configuration between the first and second fluid flow 
based on the intended function of the area being formed . channel portions and extends from an inner wall of the 
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dual - walled configuration of both the first and second 
fluid flow channels portions . 

2. The flexible , thermal - isolating tube of claim 1 , wherein 
the first and second fluid flow channels each independently 
comprise an end portion chosen from : a cylindrical end 5 
portion or a flange end portion . 

3. The flexible , thermal - isolating tube of claim 1 , wherein 
either or both of the first and second fluid flow channels 
comprise a curved configuration . 

4. The flexible , thermal - isolating tube of claim 1 , config- 10 
ured for carrying oil from a first location to a second 
location . 

5. The flexible , thermal - isolating tube of claim 1 , config 
ured for carrying compressor air from a first location to a 
second location . 

6. The flexible , thermal - isolating tube of claim 1 , com prising a metal super - alloy material . 
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